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Aircraft Engine Thermodynamic
Cycle and Mission Analysis
N&R Engineering Management & Services
Corporation has investigated issues
associated with Aircraft Propulsion. These
range from overall engine cycle performance
and weight analysis to engine component
analysis. The engine component analysis has
focused on stress and thermal analyses for
cooled hot section components, with an
emphasis on ceramic components.
Engine thermodynamic cycle and mission
analyses have been performed to identify the
most important technologies to pursue in
order to achieve given mission requirements.
Comparative aircraft propulsion system
studies identify the most promising engine
configurations and thermodynamic cycles for
both supersonic and subsonic missions. These
analyses involve component parameters, such
as efficiency and weight, and probabilistic
analyses that show how uncertainties in
multiple component parameters affect the
uncertainty in engine overall performance.
Component weights are important because
there is an implicit trade between engine
weight and thermodynamic efficiency. If the
mission analysis goal is for a minimum fuel
burn, the cycle thermodynamic efficiency
may not be at its optimum value.
The depth of our analyses have varied from
relatively simple and rapid studies that
capture only the first-order effects, to more
comprehensive analyses that include
higher-order effects.
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The process usually begins with the generation of
an engine performance model using an engine
cycle analysis code such as NPSS. This is
accompanied by a flowpath definition and weight
estimate such as the one generated by the NASA
WATE code. An installation code (INSTAL)
estimates the nacelle weight and drag. All of this
propulsion information is then fed into a mission
analysis code (FLOPS) to perform the mission
simulation. In addition to using these codes to
conduct system studies, N&R engineers have
participated in the development of these and
similar codes.

Ceramics Turbine Vane Blade

Component analyses have focused on cooled
turbine vanes and blades. The benefits of ceramic
materials, relative to conventional turbine metals,
have a higher maximum temperature and a lower
material density. The higher maximum temperature
can result in either higher gas temperatures or
reduced cooling requirements. Lower material
density results in lower engine weights. Stress
analysis of a ceramic component, such as a woven
SiC/SiC ceramic, is different than for a single
crystal superalloy. The woven ceramic has
directionally dependent material properties and
strengths, and this complexity has been accounted
for in our stress analysis.
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A computational software tool entitled FOD was
developed to facilitate the implementation of a
weighted least squares/Kalman filter approach that
uses measured system responses to predict
component performance variances.

The figure shows stresses in the circumferential direction due to thermal gradients for a
cooled High Pressure Turbine SiC/SiC
ceramic vane. The highest stress occurs on the
pressure surface. High, but localized, stresses
occur in the tube leading to trailing edge
ejection of internal coolant.

Foreign Object Damage Diagnosis
In the past, NASA-sponsored software development projects involved establishing the capability to determine if a turbine engine has suffered
foreign object damage (FOD) while in flight or
on the ground without engine teardown
(illustrated in the figure to the right) and, if so,
which specific components have been damaged
and how severely. This was accomplished using
a combination of gas path measurement data
from sensors, mathematical models of engine
thermodynamic performance, and analytical
diagnostic techniques.
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For more information on our aircraft propulsion
capabilities, please visit the following projects on
our website:
Ceramic Vane
Software Development
If you have any other questions, please contact us.
N&R Engineering Management &
Services Corporation
6659 Pearl Rd., Suite 201
Parma Heights, OH 44130
P: (440) 845-7020 F: (440) 845-7273

